I – ABOUT IRELAND
A - Indicate the oceans or seas, and write the names of the most
famous cities and places. Don’t forget to colour the map.
B –The Irish flag.
Go on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Ireland

Colour the flag
The colours have an official meaning ? True / Flase
When was it officially adopted ?____________
C – Imagine you’re a tourist in Ireland. Say where you’re likely to be or to go. (Click on the name of the
places)

http://www.timeforkids.com/TFK/teachers/aw/ns/article/
0,28138,1721689,00.html
PLACE
You want to hear
people speak Gaelic
You want to visit a
medieval castle
You want to go to the
“city of The Tribes
You want to visit Saint
Patrick’s cathedral
You want to go to the
biggest city in Ireland
You want to go to a city
on the seaside that used
to be a port.
You want to see an
Anglo-Norman castle
You want to walk
around a lake in
Northern Ireland

JUSTIFICATION

II – HISTORY
Complete the grid with some names and dates. (The events are not in chronological order)
http://www.timeforkids.com/TFK/teachers/aw/wr/article/0,28138,1720975,00.html

Names / Countries
A British King declared
King of Ireland
A British king who opposes
the Catholic religion
Bloody Sunday
Brings Christianity on the
Island
Easter Rebellion
Good Friday Agreement
Irish Civil War
Sends many Protestant
English farmers to Ireland
to take over land owned
by Catholic farmers
The 1st woman president
of the Republic of Ireland
The Anglo-Irish War
Ulster becomes part of the
UK
Put the events in chronological order.

DATE

EVENT

Date

III – NORTHERN IRELAND
True or false? Justify from quoting the text
http://news.bbc.co.uk/cbbcnews/hi/newsid_1610000/newsid_1613000/1613043.stm
TRUE/FALSE
H
I
S
T
O
R

Northern Ireland is part of the Republic of
Ireland.
The capital of Northern Ireland is Londonderry
Northern Ireland is an independent country
In 1922 Ireland became completely
independent.

Y

Ireland has always been an independent
country

C

The Unionists are mainly Catholics

O

Nationalists want Northern Ireland to be part
of Great Britain

N
F
L
I
C

The Unionists are also called loyalists
Relations have always been really good
between the two groups of Northern Ireland

Nationalists are mainly protestants

T
T
R
O
U

After the partition of Ireland, Catholics were a
majority in Northern Ireland
The legal system was good for Catholics

The IRA are a loyalist militia

B
L
E
S

The other name of the conflict in Northern
Ireland is the troubles
The British troops came to solve the conflict.

JUSTIFICATION

Now, write a short summary about the conflict in Northern Ireland
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL STATEMENTS ABOUT NORTHERN
IRELAND
http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/images/symbols/flags.
htm
Colour this flag and find information about it.

Title: __________________________
What are the four elements of it and what do
they represent?
Element

1
2
3
4

What does it
represent

Fill in this map of Northern Ireland with the
names of the counties (Go on Google and find
out)

